
SN Clause no Description M/s VTT comments M/s Elbit comments Signal Dte. Comments RDSO remarks

1 4.2

Traffic lights distinction

light signal ie. Red, Yellow and Green. The spectral intensities 

of the Green, Red and Yellow traffic lights are according to 

RDSO specification No. RDSO/SPN/153/2011, Rev 4.1 or 

latest. Distinction shall be made between Yellow and Double 

Yellow aspects as they convey different meaning to loco crew. 

The nominal centre to centre distance between two Yellows 

in “Double Yellow” is 600 mm.

objects should not be displayed as signals.

should not any instance when ‘RED’ aspect is mistaken for 

‘Non RED’ aspect. 

The RDSO/SPN/153/2011 provided does help to

understand the signaling light specifications.

However, it describes them only within visible

wavelengths, including the annexed British

Standards: 1376. Knowledge of signal light

illumination available on non-visible wavelengths

would help the supplier, if this information is possible

to define. Since it is likely that there are no

determined specifications of this non-visible

illumination, we would like to ask, if it is possible to

complement the RDSO/SPN/153 with some

additional specifications regarding the LED emitted IR

spectrum. This would enable more cost efficient

FogVision implementation.

No comments

Distinction between "double yellow"and other 

aspects also required. Distinction between  

"yellow with junction type route indicators and 

"yellow without junction type route indicator" is 

required. Care to be taken to ensure not to display 

lesser restrictive aspect. Red is not displayed as 

Non Red. Yellow is not displayed as Double yellow 

or green. Yellow with route indicator is not 

displayed as yellow without route indicator. 

Double yellow is not displayed as Green. Various 

markers like A-marker,G-marker,S etc are not 

displayed wrongly.Undue objects should not be 

displayed as signals.

In reference to M/s VTT comments, Firm 

shall submit the scheme for scruitny by 

RDSO with their offer. Clause No.9 of the 

spec may  be referred for the same.  As 

per Signal Dte. comments, the comments 

have been incorporated at clause no. 4.2.

2 4.3

Display of real-time enhanced video as a driving aid    The  

equipment  shall  enhance  range  of visibility  according to 

table below and  display  the  same  in  the  form  of  a  real-

time  video  on   display screen located ergonomically near 

the operator’s seat. The enhanced video shall be provided for 

use as a driving aid for the locomotive pilot for driving under 

poor visibility conditions.

The system shall enhance visibility to:

1. Enable recognition of human object [1.7 x 0.6m] 

2. Detect, classify and display the Red, Yellow and Green 

traffic lights colors.                                                                     The 

table above shows detection range of human and traffic lights 

during day time.       (Table.......)                                           The 

performance of the system shall be verified by testing the 

system in controlled and measurable environment conditions. 

The performance shall be calculated from those tests. A 

detailed report shall be presented to RDSO or purchaser.

Although line of sight is rather obvious for all

presented detection ranges, it could be mentioned

for clarity.

Maybe it could also be mentioned, that the requested 

signaling light detection distance is in general longer

than the minimum visibility distance required in

SPN/153 Chapter 4.1.

No comments No change in para required.
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